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Abstract
This article explores the politics of translation in the context of the European
Union and, more speciﬁcally, the 2004 EU Constitutional Treaty. The argument is in two parts. The ﬁrst examines the broader theoretical and conceptual debates in anthropology that have been waged around the idea of ‘cultural
translation’. Drawing on the work of Asad (986), Pálsson (993) and others,
I assess the utility of metaphors of domination and appropriation for understanding the politics of translation. I ask, ‘does translation necessarily entail
asymmetrical relations of power and betrayal, or is it more appropriately
conceived as a reciprocal and hermeneutic process of ‘empathy’ and ‘conversation’? I also reﬂect on some of the problems with the idea of translation as
cross-cultural understanding. Using these ideas as an analytical framework,
Part Two turns to consider the EU Constitutional Treaty and the contrasting
ways that this text was interpreted by European leaders. I suggest that what
was presented to the peoples of Europe for ratiﬁcation was in fact a constitution disguised as a treaty, and one that contained a number of contradictory
political agendas. I conclude with two points. First, that where legal texts are
concerned, ‘translation’ is hard to separate from the politics of interpretation.
Secondly, that anthropological approaches to translation require a far more
expansive deﬁnition of what ‘cultural translation’ actually entails; one that
recognizes the complex layers of meaning surrounding this elusive idea and
what translation means as institutional practice.

Introduction: the Semantics and Politics of Translation
The oﬃcial signing of the European Union (EU) constitutional treaty by European Heads of State in June 2004 was hailed a milestone in the history of European integration and a deﬁning moment in the creation of what successive EU
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treaties have proclaimed as the goal of achieving ‘ever closer union amongst
the peoples of Europe’. In a speech before the signing, European Commission
President José Manuel Barroso, declared that the new treaty would give birth
to a ‘more democratic Union’.² The lavish signing ceremony, which took place
in the same room where the Treaty of Rome was signed in 957, was a highly
staged and symbolic event:
Classical sculptures and Renaissance painting were complemented
by 30,000 Dutch ﬂowers – a dazzling display of reds and yellows.
As dreamy music played in the background each leader and foreign
minister stepped up in alphabetical country order to sign a giant
tome. They shook hands with each other, with a beaming Mr. Berlusconi, and then progressed along a line of dignitaries. Each leader
was then presented with a special platinum pen to keep after signing
the treaty.³
In Germany and France, media analysts and policy professionals had earlier been moved to compare the deliberations of the European Convention
which produced this constitutional treaty to those of the famous Philadelphia
Convention of 787 that drafted the United States Constitution. By contrast,
these events were portrayed to British voters as a mere ‘tidying up exercise’
and nothing more signiﬁcant than a simpliﬁcation of existing treaties. These
widely diﬀering interpretations of the European constitutional debate highlight some of the major discrepancies and cleavages in the way the EU issues
are represented and interpreted by political leaders and voters. Yet disputes
over the meaning and interpretation of the EU Constitutional Treaty reﬂect
only the tip of the iceberg as far as the problems of translation in the EU are
concerned.
This article explores some of the political, epistemological and practical problems of ‘translating’ legal treaties and technical terminology within the context
of the European Union. My aims are twofold. First, to analyse the draft EU
Constitutional Treaty in terms of its political and ideological content, and the
way this was ‘decoded’ and interpreted by EU policy makers and political leaders in diﬀerent member-states. Secondly, and moving beyond this particular
example, to reﬂect more generally on anthropological approaches to the problems of translating within, between and across cultures.
The paper is organized into two parts. Part one explores some of the broader
theoretical issues raised in anthropological debates over ‘cultural translation’
– understood as the process by which alien words, practices and modes of
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thought are rendered meaningful across cultural boundaries. It also examines
diﬀerent understandings of what translation entails in practice. What interest
me in particular is the relationship between translation, meaning and institutional power, but I also want to examine some of the various ways in which
the idea of ‘translation’ is itself conceptualized in diﬀerent settings, and the
theoretical and political implications that ﬂow from such conceptions. Much
of the anthropological literature to date has focused attention on the language
and idioms in which, and through which, translation occurs. Typically, these
highlight the way that metaphors of gender, domination and appropriation
operate in cultural understandings of what is entailed in the act of translating.⁴
Drawing on the work of Asad (986), Pállson (993) and others, I question
whether translation necessarily entails asymmetrical relations of power and
betrayal, or whether it might more appropriately be construed in terms of a
reciprocal and hermeneutic process of empathy and dialogue: a ‘conversation’
rather than a one-way process of appropriation and subjugation. In the case of
legal texts and treaty documents, I contend that translation is invariably about
the politics of interpretation and the imposition (or attempted imposition) of
meanings that are seldom innocent or neutral. Part of my conclusion, therefore, is that we need to pay much greater attention to the politics of location
and to translation as institutional practice, and that this necessarily requires a
more expansive and inclusive deﬁnition of translation, one that covers the full
range of issues and problems that are thrown up by the process of ‘rendering
ideas and practices meaningful’ across cultural divides.
Part Two uses these ideas and insights to explore problems in the translation
of treaties, texts and legal terminology within the EU. My particular focus is
on debates over the draft EU Constitutional Treaty, which was signed on 29th
October 2004 (but subsequently rejected in the French and Dutch referenda
of May 2005). While the question most political scientists and EU scholars
ask is ‘why was the Constitutional Treaty rejected by two member-states that
have traditionally been among the most ardent EU supporters?’ perhaps the
more interesting question is ‘how did the EU Constitutional Treaty succeed in
getting as far as it did before being checked by the peoples it claimed to speak
for’? It is worth noting that both the Spanish and later the Luxembourg electorate overwhelmingly endorsed the treaty in their respective referenda.⁵ Had
it been approved by all EU member-states (a precondition for its passing into
law), the Treaty would have given unprecedented powers to the EU’s supranational bodies, thereby marking a further step towards the federalist vision of
a United States of Europe. However, throughout much of Europe the debate
was managed in such a way as to minimize and de-politicize its implications
through the use of various discursive techniques and political technologies,
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most of which concerned the interpretation of the Treaty’s provisions. In this
respect, translating the EU constitutional treaty could be construed as both
an exercise in state power and, in other contexts, an act of ‘resistance’ to EU
governance and state power.
Part 
Cultural Translation: Anthropological Perspectives
It has often been argued that the problem of translation lies at the heart of anthropology (Evans Pritchard 937; Beidelman 97; Crick 976; Tambiah 990);
that the essential task of the anthropologist is to translate the words, ideas,
and practices of one culture so that they are meaningful in another. Godfrey
Lienhardt (954), writing over half a century ago captured this idea succinctly when he deﬁned the goal of anthropological enquiry as that of rendering
‘alien modes of thought’ comprehensible in our own cultural and linguistic
terms. The phrase ‘cultural translation’ has thus often served as a convenient
metaphor for explaining to non-anthropologists what anthropologists do (see
Hannerz 993). According to this image, anthropologists are ‘semiotic tour
guides escorting “alien” readers into rough semiotic space’ (Pálsson (993: ).
However, with the demise of the positivist paradigm in the face of more reﬂexive and interpretive approaches in anthropology,⁶ this idea has increasingly given way to acknowledgement of the diﬃculties translating entails, and
to the recognition that all translations are necessarily ‘interpretations’ - and
‘second and third order ones to boot’ (Geertz 973: 0).
Despite the problems with translation as a conceit, it continues to be used as
shorthand for the project of social anthropology. For example, in the introduction to their recent book Cultural Translation, Rubel and Rosman declare
(2004: ) that: ‘In its broadest sense, translation means cross-cultural understanding’. However, whether ‘understanding’ necessarily follows from translating across cultures is a moot question. For example, what happens in situations of ‘bad’ translation, where meanings become ‘lost in translation’, or when
the translated text, words or legislation bear little resemblance to the original?
Richard Schweder (996) provides some telling (albeit amusing) examples of
this kind of mis-translation, including the infamous story of a Tokyo department store’s attempt to reﬂect (i.e. ‘translate’) the symbolism of the Christmas
season – which resulted in a display of Santa Claus nailed to a cross. Perhaps
more worrying examples are found in the context of international law and
in the translation of policies, edicts and inter-governmental agreements. For
example, depending on one’s reading, United Nations Resolution 44 either
gave legal authority for the ‘international community’ to wage war on Iraq in
3
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the event of Saddam Hussein’s non-compliance, or else required a further UN
mandate. In similar vein, the meaning of United Nations Security Council
Resolution 242 of November 967, which called on Israel to withdraw from
territories it had occupied following the Six Day War, varies according to
whether one reads the French or English translation. As Annabel Black (2000:
255) observes, both English and French texts deployed a studied ambiguity in
order to ‘avoid specifying how much of the newly occupied territory should
be required to be given up by Israel’. Despite the various claims, therefore,
about the opportunities for better ‘inter-cultural understanding’ created by
the revolution in modern communications technologies and the ‘information super-highway’, in an increasingly globalised, mobile, multi-cultural and
transnational world, the opportunities for bad translation and mis-interpretation (intentional or unintentional), also appear to be growing.
Among the most signiﬁcant contributions to anthropological debates about
how we might approach the problem of translation is Pállson’s edited volume,
Beyond Boundaries (993). A key point that Pállson raises, which I wish to
develop here, is that ‘translation’ is itself a metaphor that can be read in fundamentally diﬀerent ways, most of which entail relations of power, status and
gender. For example, in some contexts a translated text connotes the relative
submissiveness or superiority of the translator. As a patriarchal idiom, translation entails ‘invasion’ ‘extraction’ and ‘bringing home’. When we speak of understanding as ‘grasping a meaning’, it suggests an act of acquisition or possession. It can also be construed in the idioms of sex and violence, as ‘an act of
appropriative penetration’; that which is ‘translated’ is represented as ‘passive,
female prey to be appropriated by the male translator’. This is the language
of aggressive masculinity – even rape, with all its connotations of abuse and
subjugation. Within anthropology, Pállson suggests that this particular idiom
of translation recalls the classic Orientalist ethnography produced during the
heyday of Western colonialism (Pállson 993: 6–7; see also Asad 973)
By contrast, another supposedly more feminized conception highlights the
empathetic aspects of translation and the ‘reciprocal or hermeneutic nature
of the enterprise’. As Pállson writes, ‘if the process of translation is to be described as a love aﬀair, an adequate theory of translation must recognize the
role of “empathy” and “seduction”; the author “reaches out” to the translator,
altering his or her consciousness just as the translator alters the text’ (992:
7). However, the language of ‘seduction’ might equally imply ‘predation’ and
‘domination’, hence the ambiguity of the translation metaphor and the importance of analyzing it within the speciﬁc context of its use. The point here,
which is worth emphasizing, is that we can only really grasp the meaning of
4
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translation and its implications within certain metaphorical frames of reference - those ‘metaphors we live by’ (Lakoﬀ and Johnson 984) - and these are
invariably culturally speciﬁc and politically partial. At the same time, however,
we must also be wary not to read too much salience or metaphysics into other
people’s words or metaphors (Keesing 985), including our own. In short, the
anthropological exploration of cultural translation starts and ends with the
analysis of metaphors, semantics and context.
What is ‘translation’ that anthropology should be wary of it?
In its literal sense, translation simply means to render or transpose something
into another medium. Conventionally, this entails ‘the process of reproducing words or text from one language’ (the ‘source’) ‘into another’ (the ‘target’).⁷ Seen in this light, translation is the mapping of meaning between two
cultural/linguistic domains; a process of ‘de-coding’ and ‘re-coding’ words
and concepts into the target language. Leaving aside the fact that translating alien cultures is never a simple matter of matching words or sentences
in two languages – or that ‘good translation’ requires a degree of creative license to capture the ‘intentio’ of the original, but may result in a corruption of
that original – the problem with this literal conception is that ‘de-coding’ and
‘mapping’ are also metaphors, and ones often associated (particularly in our
post-colonial world) with power and conquest. Indeed, historians have often
observed how cartography and surveying were central both to the formation
of modern nation-states and to the project of colonialism (Hobsbawm 990;
Anderson 99). This theme is also masterfully portrayed in Brian Friel’s (98)
play Translations, which explores the role of English military cartographers in
the colonization of rural Ireland, and how the renaming of places was indelibly linked to imperial conquest and expropriation of the land.
This begs the question ‘does translation necessarily entail subordination and
domination of one kind or another?’ Are these the most appropriate idioms
for thinking about what is entailed in the process of ‘mapping meaning’ from
one linguistic domain to another? In one sense, these are questions that can
only be answered empirically. That said, any translation is likely to be aﬀected
by the power relations that exist between source and receptor as ‘in practice,
translation takes place on a vertical axis rather than a horizontal one’.⁸ This
becomes clearer when we take into account the institutional contexts and
politics of cultural translation – that is, what translation means as institutionalized practice rather than simply as an abstract philosophical dilemma (Asad
986: 48–9).
5
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However, one alternative to this dualistic perspective is a conceptualization of
translation that stems from the work of Godfrey Lienhardt (954) and Walter
Benjamin (969). Both Benjamin and Lienhardt (and to a lesser degree also
Asad 986) argued that translation is not simply about rendering words in
one language meaningful in another: it is a dialectical process that actively
transforms both the culture into which it is translated and source culture. A
prime example of this concerns religious ‘conversion’ and the work of early
missionaries in Africa and Asia in translating the Bible into indigenous native
languages. This did much more than simply ‘de-code’ and ‘re-code’ existing
meanings: it was a colonial encounter that also served to introduce a whole
raft of new concepts and ideas, including Christ our Savior, the saints, heaven,
Hell, damnation, salvation and a monotheistic idea of God the Father. But the
description of ‘heathen’ practices of the people converted created concepts
and ideas (including ‘fetishism’, ‘taboo’ and ‘caste’) that also found their way
back into Western academic discourse (see Taussig 980; Comoroﬀ and Comoroﬀ 99).
According to this view, the translation of alien cultures is a two-way, ‘dialogic’
and mutually transformative process that pushes each language and culture
beyond its habitual limits towards a new framework of understanding. Nicholas Dirks (996) however, challenges this ‘translation-as-conversation’ model,
arguing the politics of translation are inseparable from the politics of location.
Writing about the role of Christian missionaries in nineteenth century India,
he argues that conversion to Christianity should be seen as;
a more general trope for both translation and appropriation, a sign
of the epistemological violence implied by myriad eﬀorts to know,
domesticate, name, claim, and ultimately inhabit ‘the other’. Conversion is emphatically a one-way street. As such, it is always a relationship of domination, even when the means of domination are much
more subtle and even voluntary than in the more general colonial
situation (Dirks 996: 2).
What emerges from this brief discussion is that ‘translation’ is a polysemic
concept that has at least four diﬀerent meanings. For heuristic purposes, I
suggest these can be distinguished as follows:
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 First, in its most direct sense, the translation of words from one language
to another (i.e. simple linguistic translation, although this is often complicated by the lack of commensurability between semantic ﬁelds – a point
that Joan Metge illustrates in the case of translating between Maori and
English words).⁹
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2 the translation of concepts and rationalities between cultures (which is de
facto, an exercise in cultural comprehension, and which also serves as a
trope for anthropology itself);
3 the translation of ideas into practice (which involves action, interpretation and shifting contexts); and ﬁnally,
4 translation as institutional practice (which involves institutional context,
the politics of location, and the power relations between the diﬀerent
parties involved in the exchange).
What makes the concept of translation even more problematic as an analytical category is that these diﬀerent meanings frequently overlap or are used
interchangeably. The line separating ‘translation’ from ‘interpretation’ is often
diﬃcult to deﬁne with any precision. From an anthropological perspective,
therefore, we need to be attentive to the many layers of meaning that inform
the act of translation, and the cultural contexts, norms, and forms of power
that govern the way translations work. With these considerations in mind, let
us turn to examine the problems – epistemological, political and practical – of
translating in an EU context.
Part 2
The European Union and the Problem of Translation
The multi-lingual and multicultural character of the EU makes it a particularly
interesting site for exploring some of these anthropological debates over cultural translation. Conversely, we might also ask how useful are these anthropological insights into the concept of translation for analyzing the tensions
and cleavages within the EU and for understanding how European integration is being ‘translated’ and experienced in diﬀerent parts of Europe?
Practical and political issues
In a very practical sense, translation poses major logistical problems for the
EU. As a result of the most recent enlargement on  May 2004, the number
of oﬃcial languages in the EU has increased from  to 20. For political reasons, the European Parliament is obliged to oﬀer translation services in all
oﬃcial languages: that means 90 possible combinations (e.g. English-German; Polish-Finnish, Slovene-Lithuanian etc). As one informant put it, ‘the
EU risks becoming a tower of Babel’. The European commission employs ,300
translators, who process .5 million pages a year. That ﬁgure is set to rise to 2.5
7
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million pages by 2006 – and the staﬀ will be doubled to cope with the output.
Translation costs alone are set to rise to 800 million euros per year (40% of
administration costs). To help get round these problems, the Parliament proposes to use much more ‘relay translation’, where a speech is interpreted ﬁrst
into one language, then into another – and perhaps into a fourth. Clearly, the
scope for mistakes in this process has become immense. In Brussels, interpreters and translations often compared it to a vast game of ‘Chinese whispers’. An
anecdote that I heard on several occasions concerned a rather dull technical
report in which the phrase ‘hydraulic ram’ was automatically translated into
Greek and other languages as ‘watery sheep’. European Commissioner Neil
Kinnock recently proposed cutting down on the number of documents translated within the EU by restricting some to the language in which they were
originally written. However, this provoked angry responses, particularly from
French oﬃcials who saw it as a further erosion of the once-dominant position
that the French language holds within the EU. Marc Roche, the London correspondent of Le Monde, summed up this view when he described Kinnock’s
proposals as (sic) ‘a perﬁdious British plot in order to transform the EU into
a sort of English speaking area’.¹⁰ As I discovered doing ﬁeldwork in Brussels,
the ‘equality of languages’ is a cardinal principle for the EU.¹¹
These technical diﬃculties, however, are relatively minor when compared with
the political problems of translation in the EU, particularly those pertaining
to the meaning and interpretation of the vast and growing body of Community law, or what is now termed the ‘acquis communautaire’. As Samuel Brittan
(200) observes, this curious phrase – which made its ﬁrst oﬃcial appearance in the 992 Maastricht Treaty – ‘exists only in French and denotes what
is sometimes translated clumsily as “community patrimony” or “community
heritage”’.¹² That ‘patrimony’ includes the whole range of principles, policies,
laws, practices and obligations that have been agreed or that have been developed within the European Union (Bainbridge and Teasdale 995:4). In short
the ‘acquis’ is the collective noun that describes the entire sum of EU legislative acts, regulations and provisions: all those rules and norms that members
of the EU must sign up to as a precondition of joining the EU. In 200 alone
this amounted to no less than 80,000 pages in the English version - and even
more in the German version. Very few of these 80,000 pages would have been
discussed or understood, let alone negotiated, by the citizens of Poland, Hungary, Malta or the other recent EU members whose governments agreed to the
acquis on their behalf. This adds an interesting twist to our analysis of the politics of translation. It is also signiﬁcant, perhaps, that the French term ‘acquis’
is used to refer to ‘“acquired” ground – that is, political or legal areas that have
been “communitised”, so that they now fall within the “competence” of “the
8
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Community” rather than that of the member states’.¹³ In similar vein, ‘communitization’ and ‘Europeanization’ are now frequently used to describe what
in EU policy-circles is termed the ‘domestication’ of national law (Borneman
and Fowler 997; Shore 2000).
Translating the EU Constitutional Treaty: A Treaty or a Constitution?
If the wholesale incorporation into domestic law of this vast and expanding
ﬁeld of Community law is one important illustration of the politics of treaties and translation in the EU, another key area is the debate over the EU’s
would-be constitution. On 29 October 2004, after many months of protracted
negotiations, back room bargaining and often bad-tempered rows between
European Heads of State, the EU constitutional treaty was ﬁnally signed in
Rome. Although the treaty had yet to be ratiﬁed by individual member-states,
its formal endorsement represented another milestone in the development
of the EU, and a personal triumph for Valery Giscard d’Éstaing, the former
French President who chaired the Constitutional Convention that produced
the draft.
Here we come to the crux of the matter: how did European policy-makers
try to render meaningful, not to mention palatable, the EU’s proposed new
constitutional order? What did the constitutional treaty say, and how did the
peoples of Europe translate it? The remainder of this paper deals with these
questions and their implications.
Perhaps the ﬁrst major issue of ‘translation’ hinged on the status and deﬁnition
of the EU ‘constitutional treaty’ itself, and its alleged hidden political agenda.
Generally speaking, a constitution is a document that enshrines national domestic law: it is the solemn act by which a self-recognizing political community, a nation or a people, deﬁnes its values and makes provision for the legal
rules to which its members will be subject. Constitutions do not fall within
the ambit of international law, whose preferred instrument is the treaty. While
the EU constitutional treaty was often represented as a constitution, it was
in fact not a constitution at all, but a hybrid instrument of exceptional scope.
Its provisions not only deﬁne fundamental rights (as do most constitutions),
they also charge the EU with the goal of pursuing policies that will establish a
social market economy where competition is free and undistorted. Yet by eliding the words ‘constitution’ and ‘treaty’ (and, in many places in the text, using
the word ‘EU constitution’ to deﬁne the treaty) the authors of the treaty were
implying that the EU is a uniﬁed political community: that, contrary to the
whole telos of European integration to date, there exists a ‘European nation’ or
9
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‘people’ whose democratic will can be inscribed in a constitutional text. Ever
since the 940s, supporters of federalism have campaigned for a European
constitution, not least because a constitution is the founding instrument of
a state, which is the federalist goal. Many critics object to this perceived attempt by the EU to impose a constitution by means of a treaty on grounds of
democratic principle. In France, however, this objection was dwarfed by an
even greater hostility to the treaty’s perceived neo-liberal content. The proclamation of ‘a European constitution under the guise of an international treaty’,
writes Anne-cécile Robert (2004: 5), not only ‘does violence against democracy’, it also ‘hides a political agenda connected with the ultra-liberal content
of the instrument’.
The Treaty Provisions: Anglo-Saxon neoliberalism or French dirigisme?
While the Left in France condemned the constitutional treaty as a vehicle for
imposing ‘Anglo-Saxon’ neoliberalism (an ironic charge given that its principal author was a Frenchman and former President of France), detractors on
the Right denounced it as a blueprint for European socialism and old-fashioned ‘nanny-state’ interventionism (or French dirigisme). Curiously, it was
neither the political nor economic content of the constitutional treaty that
provoked the most heated controversy. This, instead, was sparked by a proposal from several Catholic countries to include reference to Christianity in
the preamble to the treaty.¹⁴ Although that proposal was eventually rejected
in favour of a more bland reference to Europe’s shared ‘cultural, religious and
humanist inheritance’ (CEC 2004: 3), that debate highlighted some of the deep
divisions and historical cleavages within Europe - and the absence of any coherent European identity or common heritage upon which the constitutional
principle of ‘a people’ might be established.
Yet the key legal provisions of the treaty were highly controversial and sweeping. These state, inter alia, that:¹⁵
 EU law shall have ‘primacy over the laws of the Member States’;
2 for the ﬁrst time, the EU is to be endowed with ‘legal personality’ (Art.
-7), which means that, like a state, it can make binding agreements with
third countries in all policy areas.
3 the EU’s legal personality will over-ride that of its Member-States, who
will owe a duty of ‘loyalty’ to the EU and its goals (see Articles -5.2 and
-5
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4 the symbols of the Union (its ﬂag, anthem, motto, currency and Europe
Day) are to be ‘constitutionalised’ (Article -8);
5 the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights is to be legally enshrined (Art. 9), thereby massively increasing the scope for decisions by the European
court of Justice to regulate and harmonize national legal systems.
In what is perhaps the most important clause of the entire document, Article
–2 gives the EU ‘competence’ to implement its own common foreign and security policy, including the ‘progressive framing of a common defense policy’.
It also declares that ‘the Member-States shall exercise their competence [only
if and] to the extent that the Union has not exercised, or has decided to cease
exercising, its competence’ (Article -2.2). In short, ‘Union law suppresses national competence to legislate’.¹⁶
In the ﬁeld of economics, the treaty grants the EU exclusive competence over
commercial policy; the internal market (including the movement of persons,
goods, services and capital; agricultural policy, ﬁsheries policy and, for all
members of the euro-zone, monetary policy. It also enshrines the EU’s authority to run the customs union and handle all trade negotiations. Under the
principle of ‘Shared Competence’, Member States are made junior partners in
a range of areas, including energy, transport, the environment, public health
and consumer protection. It also imposes a guiding role over research, technology and space exploration. The upshot of these combined provisions is
very much as Robert (2004) argues: a hybrid document of exceptional power
that attempts to impose a constitution (on behalf of the peoples of Europe)
through the guise of an international treaty.
British Perspectives: ‘tidying up exercise’ or ‘blueprint for a European superstate’?
The contrasting ways that the constitutional treaty was presented to – and
interpreted by – the peoples of Europe highlights further issues in the politics of cultural translation. While the treaty was being drafted by a special EU
‘Constitutional Convention’, a concerted eﬀort was underway, spearheaded by
the British government, to convince electors of the Convention’s supposed
unimportance. Peter Hain, the UK government’s Minister for Europe, insisted
that it was just a ‘tidying up’ exercise that would merely reaﬃrm in more simple terms what the people of Europe had already signed up to years ago. This
was also the position of Britain’s Foreign Secretary, Jack Straw, who dismissed
as ‘scaremongering’ those who claimed that the treaty would lead to a more
2
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centralized Europe. In a supercilious repost to Britain’s EU critics, he argued
that:
The constitution dispatches into oblivion any notion that the EU is
a federal superstate. It is the member states that confer competences
(powers) on the Union ‘to obtain objectives they have in common’
(article ). ‘Conferral’, meaning that the EU’s powers derive from
member states, is a fundamental principle, requiring the EU to act
‘within the limits of the competences conferred upon it by the member states.’ … overall, it is a good constitution, which sets the right
framework for a reformed and eﬀective EU (Straw 2004: 40).
It is signiﬁcant that even the British Foreign Secretary (a lawyer by training)
deﬁned the treaty as a ‘constitution’. Yet what neither Straw’s analysis (nor the
constitutional treaty itself) addresses is the problem of ‘judicial activism’:
the way in which the European Court of Justice (ECJ) often uses its rulings
to expand the scope of EU competence – which has been one of the major
ways that the EU has arrogated to itself powers that were never in the original
texts and therefore never formally (or democratically) bequeathed to it by the
member states (Neill 995; Shore 2000: 38). The doctrine of the supremacy of
EU law (which was an invention of the European Court of Justice) is an aspect
of the EU that has seldom been recognized in any previous EU treaty. Article
-5a of the 2004 constitutional treaty establishes the supremacy of the ECJ, not
only over parliamentary statutes, but also over national constitutions. For the
British MEP Daniel Hannan the implications of these measures are clear:
In legal terms, this makes the EU a state. It will henceforth derive
it authority, not from any series of international treaties – on the
day the constitution enters into force, all existing EU treaties will be
dissolved – but from its own founding. … When the Prime Minister
claims that there will be ‘no federal state’, he is half right. It will be a
superstate all right, equipped with every attribute of statehood that
international law recognizes: a deﬁned territory, common borders, a
citizenry, a legislature, a legal system and supreme court, a constitution, treaty-making powers, a head of state and a defense capability.
Article -6a also gives it the outward symbols of statehood: a ﬂag, a
national anthem (‘Ode to Joy’), a motto (‘United in Diversity’) and
a national day (9 May). (Hannan 2004: 3).
The British government’s outright rejection of the suggestion that the treaty
had any major constitutional signiﬁcance also contrasted markedly with the
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way the treaty was interpreted elsewhere in Europe. In the referendum debates of 2005, for example, the Dutch government warned its electorate that
a rejection of the treaty would mean that ‘in the long run, the lights will go
out and we will lock our country out of Europe’. The justice minister suggested that Western Europe could even slide into Balkan style wars, while Jan
peter Balkenende, the Dutch Prime Minister, stated publicly that a visit to
Auschwitz had brought home to him the importance of supporting European
integration.¹⁷ According to this view, the consequences of a ‘no’ vote thus included economic collapse, war and genocide. High importance was also accorded to the treaty by the German and French governments. In November
200, the German Chancellor and French President issued a joint statement
declaring that the European Convention which produced the treaty was ‘a vital step in the historical European integration process’ and that the EU should
soon become a ‘federation of nation states’.¹⁸ Giscard d’Éstaing went further
and compared the Convention’s deliberations to those of the Philadelphia
Convention of 787, with himself and his colleagues (Jean-Luc Dehaene and
Giuliano Amato) as the reincarnation of Madison, Hamilton and Franklin. In
Brussels, Giscard was even compared to Socrates for his display of ‘authority
and wisdom’.¹⁹
Comparisons with the United States are illuminating. Whereas the US Constitution is a short, terse document written in simple and accessible prose, the
EU constitution is 283 pages long, is written in turgid legalese (much of which
includes detailed technical points about the Common Agricultural and Fisheries Policies), and is virtually unintelligible to all but a small European elite.²⁰
Although ‘transparency’ and ‘simplicity’ are its stated aims, the opaque and
complex language of the text makes it anything but clear. It will be interesting
in the future to see exactly how (assuming the treaty is eventually ratiﬁed) it
will be ‘translated’ into policy in the EU’s twenty-ﬁve diﬀerent member-states
– and the legal and linguistic problems such translations will engender. As
the articles by Dawson and Goldsmith (this volume) demonstrate, it is hard
enough to agree on the meaning and application of a treaty text even when it
is written in just two languages, let alone twenty.
Added to this is the further problem of ‘Euro-speak’; the EU’s curious blend
of legal jargon and baﬄing technical neologisms. To help the public, the EU
Convention website created a special dictionary of EU words and phrases.²¹
However, this merely serves to highlight its tortured, complex, legalistic prose.
For the letter ‘C’ alone the dictionary include the words ‘comitology’, ‘co-decision procedure’, ‘community acquis’, ‘community method’, ‘principle of communitisation’, ‘common position’, and ‘principle of conferral’. These are techni23
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cal terms whose meanings are contested and obscure even in one culture and
language.
In many respects, the political issues surrounding the formation and translation of the constitutional treaty are not new. The 992 Maastricht Treaty was
an equally inscrutable text, even for those legal experts who drafted it. The fear
among EU politicians was that the Treaty would not be ratiﬁed by the member-states because people would interpret it (correctly) as a massive transfer of sovereignty from elected national Parliaments to non-elected bodies
in Brussels, including the European Commission, Council of Ministers and
ECJ. To allay people’s fears, the drafters of the Maastricht Treaty (or ‘Treaty on
European Union’ to give it its correct title) introduced the term ‘subsidiarity’
into the text. This had a dramatic eﬀect in helping EU leaders sell the treaty to
voters. The reason for this was because ‘subsidiarity’ was presented as a principle limiting the EU’s powers and requiring that decisions should be taken ‘as
close to the citizen as possible’ - or at least wherever this is justiﬁed for reasons
of necessity or eﬀectiveness.²²
I was carrying out ﬁeldwork in Brussels at the time and I recall vividly how
pleased people in the European Parliament were with this new semantic formula, although few actually understood what it really meant as there was
virtually no published literature on the concept. Ken Endo, a student at the
Catholic University of Leuven, had recently completed an MA thesis on the
topic, so this was rapidly photocopied and disseminated among EU policymakers as though it were an oﬃcial brieﬁng paper (Endo 992). In fact, the
doctrine of ‘subsidiarity’ hails from the Catholic Church and was espoused by
the Vatican when Mussolini was in power. Far from being a tool of decentralization it is actually an admission that power rest with the higher European
authority and that the European courts will decide which of its competences
it will delegate.²³ Even the former President of the European Court of Justice
(after retiring from the bench) called it ‘a rich and prime example of gobbledygook’ and warned that those who perceived it as a constitutional safeguard
showed ‘great optimism’.²⁴ And yet this is precisely how it was translated for
the peoples of Europe: as a constitutional check on the abuse of power and a
bulwark against the very centralization that it helped to advance.
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Conclusions
‘In reality, translation in all its forms is frequently the site of a variety of power plays between the actors involved’ (Peter Fawcett 995:
77).
How then should we make sense of the EU’s draft constitutional treaty, and
what general lessons can we learn from the way this treaty was articulated,
represented and translated by the various interested EU actors? What is clear
from the foregoing discussion is that the treaty and its interpretation amounted to far more than a mere ‘tidying up’ exercise. It was, to use Robert’s phrase
(2004) an attempted ‘legal coup’: a ‘constitution’ in the guise of a treaty.
As noted at the outset, anthropological exploration into the politics of translation often begins with the analysis of the semantics, metaphors and contexts
in which translations are conducted. ‘Tidying up exercise’ is another interesting choice of metaphor: in this case, a comforting domestic idiom chosen
to soothe the fears of a skeptical British public. Right wing critics of the EU
argued that the constitutional treaty would reduce the role of national parliaments to rubber-stamping, or ‘compliance and enforcement agencies for the
Union’ (Jamieson 2003: 5). Yet left wing critics made a similar argument. Some
Labour MPs went even further, describing the EU constitutional treaty as a
‘blueprint for a United States of Europe’ that actually gives ‘much more power
to the centre than does the US constitution’ (LESC 2003: ). What these narratives show is that the EU constitution opens up enormous scope for legal
wrangling over the interpretation of its provisions. And given the nature of
‘Eurojargon’ (and the increasing prominence of concepts such as ‘subsidiarity’
‘proportionality’, ‘additionality’ and ‘Comitology’), most of this is likely to be
conducted in a discourse that is all but incomprehensible to the vast majority
of European citizens whose lives are aﬀected by them. The major beneﬁciaries
of this process will therefore be EU policy-makers, legal experts and politicians who owe their status and livelihoods to the European Union.
To conclude, let me return to the broader theme of this paper; namely anthropology and the politics of treaties and translations. In many respects I have
expanded the concept of ‘cultural translation’ to cover a range of subsidiary
(albeit related) issues, including the ambiguities inherent in legal texts, discourses and diplomacy, and the dynamics of power in the translation of treaties. In the case of the EU constitutional treaty, as I have argued, these themes
are closely connected: ‘translating’ legal texts is necessarily about the politics of
interpretation and the imposition of meanings that are seldom neutral. What
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I have tried to show, however, are some of the contradictory ways in which
the constitutional treaty was interpreted and decoded by EU political leaders
– and the political agendas that informed those diﬀering translations. What I
have not done is explore in any detailed or comparative manner the way the
constitutional treaty was received and interpreted by people in the diﬀerent
member-states, or why it was ratiﬁed so overwhelmingly in the Spanish and
Luxembourg referenda,²⁵ but rejected in France and the Netherlands. These
questions were beyond the scope of this paper. My focus, instead, had a more
limited aim: to explore the EU constitutional treaty through the lens of anthropological debates on translation and, conversely, to reﬂect on how disputes over the EU constitutional treaty might contribute to anthropological
understanding of what translating legal texts entails.
Perhaps the main conclusion I draw from this is the point that Talal Asad
made in his 986 essay: namely that any analysis of cross-cultural translations needs to take into consideration the institutional context and relations
of power between the diﬀerent parties aﬀected in the exchange, including the
inequality of languages and what translation means as institutional practice.
In this respect, the cultural exchange entailed by the translation of the EU
constitutional treaty was quite clearly asymmetrical. What was presented to
the peoples of Europe to be ratiﬁed (and hence, given democratic legitimacy)
was a constitution disguised as a treaty which, had it been endorsed, would
have elevated many key areas of domestic policy-making beyond the realm
of public debate or national inﬂuence, whilst pushing the EU in a more neoliberal direction. From the EU’s perspective, the desired outcome was a new
constitutional (and federal) order legitimated in the name of the as yet nonexistent ‘European people’, but one drafted largely over the heads of the vast
majority of European citizens. My conclusion therefore diverges from that
drawn by Asad and Lienhardt: this was not a case of a two-way exchange
or ‘conversation’ between ‘source’ and ‘target’ populations so much as a onedirectional and vertical ﬂow. The translation of the EU constitutional treaty
from oﬃcial Eurojargon into the various national vernacular languages did
not ‘transform’ both cultural systems or push the limits of each language to
new heights of mutual comprehension and understanding so much as impose
a new and opaque legal terminology, the political eﬀects of which were to disguise the transfer of national competences to the EU. In short, like Nicholas
Dirks (996) argument about Christian ‘missionization’ in nineteenth century
colonial India, ‘translation’ in this context has to be understood in term of the
politics of appropriation, domestication and domination.
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Notes


I would like to thank my colleagues, Mark Busse, Susanna Trnka, Maureen Molloy, Julie Park and Christine Dureau, for their helpful and constructive comments on an earlier draft of this paper. Thanks also to Susan Wright for her
sharp and helpful comments on the structure of the argument.

2 BBC News On-line, http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-//hi/world/europe/396370.
stm (accessed 26//04)
3 Tamsin Smith, 29 October 2004. BBC News On-line, http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/
pr/fr/-//hi/world/europe/396370.stm (accessed 26//04)
4 For a lively analysis of the use of container and possession metaphors – particularly the metaphor of ‘understanding as grasping’, see Dawson’s essay, this Issue.
5 In the case of Spain, public enthusiasm for the EU derives largely from the fact
that the EU is closely associated with the end of Francoist isolation and what
many Spaniards perceive as Spain’s return to the family of European democracies. Large ﬂows of EU money in the form of regional and agricultural subsidies
have also played a role. It is perhaps signiﬁcant, therefore, that while opinion
polls in February 2005 showed that 88% of Spaniards said they knew northing
or ‘very little’ about the European Constitutional Treaty, 56% also pronounced
themselves in favour of it (Source: The Economist 2 February 2005).
6 In philosophy, this idea also came under attack in the work of W. V. Quine and
others on the indeterminacy of translation and the arbitrariness of words and
their meanings.
7 Oxford Dictionary of English On-line: http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezproxy. Date accessed 30/08/2005.
8 Lefevere and Bassnett 990: , cited in Pálsson 993: 5.
9 See Joan Metge’s essay in this collection.
0 Cited in BBC News online, Tuesday 4 August 200, 4.23 GMT. Source: http//
newsvote.bbc.co.uk/mpapps/pagetools/print/news.bbc.co.uk//hi/world/Europe (visited 6/0/04).
 This is particular the case with the European Parliament.
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2 Samuel Brittan 200 ‘The greatest perversity of the European Union’, Financial
Times 26/04/0:4.
3 Source: Euro-Know How 2005 ‘Europe – a concise encyclopaedia’, http://www.
euro-know.org/dictionary/a.html (accessed 30/08/2005).
4 Seven member-states, led by Poland, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, Portugal, Slovakia
and the Czech Republic – and with strong backing from the Pope – sent a letter
to the Irish Presidency demanding that there should be a reference to Christianity in the Constitution. Other member states (notably France) vigorously
opposed having any reference to religion in the constitution.
5 Articles -5 – -5 of the EU Constitutional Treaty (CEC 2004)
6 This is also the interpretation of Danish MEP Jens-Peter Bonde ‘The EU Constitutions – reader friendly edition’, 23-06-2004. Available at: http://www.bonde.
com/?sid=53 (accessed 30//04).
7 The Economist 2005 ‘Charlemagne’, 2 May Available at http://global.factiva.com.
ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/en/arch/print_results.asp (accessed 8/0/05).
8 Cited in Pinto-Duschinsky 2003: 3
9 Among the many other accolades, Giscard was also hailed as ‘the midwife to
Europe’, see Parker, George and Dombey, Daniel 2003, ‘More than we could have
hoped for’, Financial Times, 9/06/04
20 The ﬁrst sentence of the treaty alone runs to over 400 words.
2 The EU’s dictionary of what it calls ‘Eurojargon’ can be found on the EU’s main
‘europa’ website: http://europa.eu.int/abc/eurojargon/index_en.htm
22 The subsidiarity principle states that: ‘In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take action, in accordance with the
principle of subsidiarity, only if and insofar as the objectives of the proposed
action cannot be suﬃciently achieved by the Member States and can therefore,
by reason of scale or eﬀects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the
Community’ (Article 3b EEC; also cited in Bainbridge 998:465).
23 As Michael Pinto-Duschinsky (2003:4) argues, ‘[I]t is open to argument that
“subsidiarity” may actually serve to provide cover for the progressive assump-
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tion of power by the EU’, not least because under the doctrine of subsidiarity,
the question of who decides whether a decisions are to be taken in Brussels,
London or at regional level is removed in most cases from elected national legislators. For a more detailed analysis, see Schilling 995.
24 Lord Mackenzie Stuart raised these objections in an article for the London
Times (5 June 992); for a more detailed explication of his case, see his second
article, ‘A formula for failure’, The Times  December 992.
25 In the Spanish referendum, held on 20 February 2005, a majority of 76.73%
of voters backed the Constitutional Treaty while 7.24% voted against it and
6.03% returned a blank voting paper. Voter turnout was 42.32%. Luxembourg’s
referendum took place on 0 July 2005, with 56.52% for the treaty and 43.48 %
against. For a useful analysis of the main national issues concerning the EU
constitutional treaty in those member-states that had opted to hold referenda,
see Daniel Keohane 2004.
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